
SCMH-1010 Concepts of Science 
 
Course Description: 
 
Concepts of Science is a comprehensive interdisciplinary course that presents major scientific 
concepts.  Per week, the course includes three hour of class room instruction (75% of the grade) and 
one hour of  recitation (25% of the grade).   

 
Textbook:   
 
“The Sciences. An Integrated Approach” Fourth Edition, 2004, James Trefil and Robert M. Hazen, 
John Wiley and Sons, Inc.  ISBN 0-471-21963-0 

 
Course Objectives: 
 
The course exposes students to both the wonders of, and the benefits derived from science.   
Specialization is not appropriate for non-science majors; hence, this course presents a picture of all 
science disciplines and aims towards a scientific understanding among the students.  The value to the 
students will come from an appreciation of the scientific method, from a certain degree of science 
literacy, from learning new concepts and from appreciating some of the seminal as well as important 
current findings of science.   
 
Course Outline (classroom instruction): 
 
Chapter 1  Science: A Way of Knowing 
Chapter 2  The Ordered Universe  
Chapter 3 & 4  Energy  and Heat 
Chapter 5  Electricity and Magnetism 
Chapter 6  Waves and Electromagnetic Radiation 
Chapter 7   Einstein and the Theory of Relativity 
Chapter 8  The Atom  
Chapter 10  The Chemical Bond 
Chapter 12  The Nucleus of the Atom 
Chapter 14 & 15 The Stars abd Cosmology 
Chapter 16 & 17 The Earth and other Planets, Plate Tectonics  
Chapter 21  Molecules of life 
Chapter 22  The living Cell 
Chapter 23  Classical and Modern Genetics 
Chapter 24  The new Science of life  
Chapter 25  Evolution 
 
Concepts of Science Fall ’04-  Recitation Assignments 
For many of the recitations you will read and study a printed or Web article.  In some cases you will be 
required to find your own material or supplementary material, we highly recommend that you try to 
find these resources on the Web.  You will need to hand in a detail reference.  During the recitation 
period you will discuss the materials, you may be asked to hand in summaries of the articles or to take 
a quiz.  Any changes to these assignments will be announced in recitations and by e-mail. 



Many of the assigned readings are on e-reserve at the Auburn University library.  The Web site can be 
reached under e-reserve or at the Web address  http://eres.lib.auburn.edu/courseindex.asp 
under departments find:  Sciences and mathematics, Interdepartmental and click on GO 
The password is:     conceptsfall04 

1) August 25 or 26 
Find a current event article on a scientific subject in the popular media (Time, Newsweek, NY Times, 
Discover magazine, etc.)  Summarize the article in one or two paragraphs.  Pick two science words or 
terms and define them.  Be prepared to discuss the article and define the words or terms during the 
recitation.  You will need to hand in a copy of the article, your summary and the definitions. 

2) September 1 or 2 
On January 6, 2004 a NASA research spacecraft arrived at Mars and started sending pictures of the 
planet back to Earth.  The Land Rover Spirit will conduct experiments on the chemistry of the planet 
and rocks.  For this two-part recitation you will watch a video on Mars produced by Carl Sagan in the 
mid 1970’s.  (Carl Sagan was a world-renowned astronomer.)  You will take a short in-class quiz.  The 
second part (below and next week) will involve the recent expedition.   

3) September 8 or 9 

For this recitation you will conduct your own research on the Mars expedition, its goals and findings.  
You should hand in a summary of your findings with copies of your references.  You could consult the 
New York Times science page, popular magazines (Time, News Week) and numerous web sites such 
as the NASA and NPR web sites. 

4) September 15 or 16 

This recitation will be dedicated to graphing.   
Find two graphs from the printed or web media (one of which needs to involve science) and learn how 
to interpret the graphs (examples of graphs can be found in Figures 2.2 and 2.7 of your Text.)  During 
the recitations you explain your graphs and will work with the class to learn how to interpret and make 
graphs.  You will be given some data and graph paper and be required to make your own graph to be 
handed in for a grade. 
 
5) September 22 or 23 

People in science.   

“Albert Einstein” from “Time Magazine,” on e-reserve. 
“John Fenn” from “Chemistry- Winter 2003” at http://www.chemistry.org/Chemistry  
The Editorial and the article on “Susan MacGregor, Antarctic Chemist” in Chemistry-Autumn 2003” at 
http://www.chemistry.org/Chemistry  
(The C in the second “Chemistry” must be capitalized) 
 For full access to this site you must access the site from a computer on campus.



6) September 29 or 30 
“Cleaning Agents” from “Scientific American,” on e-reserve. 
“Weevil Wars” from “Chemistry-Spring 2003” at http://www.chemistry.org/Chemistry  
(the second C must be Capitalized) 

“For full access to this site you must access the site from a computer on campus. 

7) October 6 or 7 
“Ten years of the Chornobyl Era” from “Scientific American,” on e-reserve. 
Find your own more recent reference to the Chornobyl incident and the continuing health 
issues. 

8) October 13 or 14 
Pick a science topic, related to material already covered in class, from an on line museum 
and fully research the topic you have chosen.  Use additional Web links and resources.  
Write the equivalent of a 2 page double spaced summary of your research to be handed in 
for grading.  Include the important, key, issues or findings.  Be prepared to discuss your 
topic and research methods.  Example topics include: fossils, birds, mammals, astronomy, 
oceans and the atmosphere. 

Two example Web sites are http://www.si.edu/ and http://www.mos.org/ 

9) October 20 or 21 

In-recitation video, topic to be announced.   In-recitation quiz. 

10) October 27 or 28 
“The Human Impact on Climate” from Scientific American,” on e-reserve. 
“Is Global Warming Harmful to Health” from “Scientific American,” on e-reserve. 
“Meltdown in the North” from “Scientific American,” on e-reserve. 

11) November 3 or 4 

An “Investigation.” 
One of the Investigation Problems, in a Chapter of the text already covered in class, will 
be assigned by your GTA.  You will carry out the investigation and write a summary of 
your findings.  You will also be asked to describe your investigation and findings during 
the recitation. 

12) November 10 or 11 
Find a very recent article (printed or Web) on a health related issue.  Summarize the 
article and be prepared to discuss it during the recitation.   Topics may include: diseases 
in the news (west Nile Virus, SARS, diabetes, Mad Cow disease, etc.) new drugs or drug 
development. 

13) November 17 or 18 
“Cloning Noah’s Ark” from “Scientific American,” on e-reserve. 
“Grains of Hope”  from “Time” on e-reserve. 



14) December 1 or 2 
Life at the extremes on plant Earth. 
Microbes at the Extremes May Tell Us How Life Began” from “Time Magazine” on e-
reserve. Do a Google” image search on “extremophiles.”   Study the numerous pictures of 
the many types of extermophiles.    Find an article on the Web and summarize it.   

 


